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Most influential metal bands

The top 150 most influential metal bands of all time, if you have, please write your opinion on the list. I don't do this list because I think I'm more expert than others, but I think it's interesting to discuss things like this. I may be wrong in many cases, but I'll be glad only if you fix me about my
mistakes, if you find or suggest other bands that are valued to be on the list. I tried to include only those bands that are fully accepted as metal, which is why many alternative bands are excluded. Author: Aristalcos ,18.07.2012 1.Black Sabsay First Band is considered metal. I couldn't
explain all their influence. Judah Priest They brought many melodies to the metal, added twin guitars and created a traditional heavy metal sound. 3. Iron Maiden people had a great influence on all kinds of melodic metals and early slash metal bands. 4. The first band to mix metal with
Mot'rhead punk. It had a big impact on the genre of slashes. 5. Venom is usually considered as the first extreme metal band. Genres influenced by black metal, slash metal, etc. 6. The first slash metal band to record a Metallica album. It has affected many bands in different genres. 7.
Slayer had a hardcore impact on slash metal to make it more extreme and influenced genres like Death Metal. 8. The first band described as Celtic Floss store van garde metal. It had a great influence on a variety of genres, including death, black, gothic, and symphonic metal. 9. Bathory is
usually considered as the first pure black metal band. They also created a genre of Viking metal. 10. Helloween They have created a genre of power metal and have influenced most bands in the genre ever since. 11. It had a significant impact on the metal of death in the early years of
ownership. 12. Death many created what was first thought of as the metal of pure death. 13. Pantera They started groove metal genre and influenced genres like new metal, metal core and other forms of alternative metals. 14. Created the Godflesh industrial metal genre (or at least was one
of the founders) and had a significant impact on postmetal and on drone metal and other alternative metals. 15. Brought at super speed to the metal of the sick angel death. 16. Created Paradise Lost Gothic Metal Genre 17. In Gates they started the Gothenburg movement and had a great
influence on the metal core genre. 18. Merciful Fate They probably didn't create a genre on their own, but they've influenced bands of many genres. 19. Accept had a significant impact on early power metals, speed metals, and slash metals. 20. Melvins created a sludge metal genre and
influenced alternative metals, drone metals and post-metal bands. 21. It had a big impact on The Badie NWOBHM. 22. Influence on Quinschrichepua Metal. 23. Napalm Death rebounds with the first grind core band. 24. Creeter Death and Black Metal Affected25. Sepultula started out as a
death/slash metal band, but had the greatest impact on genres like new metal and metal core. 26. Dream Theatre progressive influence influenced metal more than any band before them. 27. Bands like Mayhem Versm, Emperor and Dark Stron had a big impact on later black metal, but
Mayhem was the band that started the second wave of black metal. 28. Yngwie Malmsteen created a neoclassical metal genre 29. Manowal metal was made more magnificent and bomb-like. It also influenced the genre of power metal and the genre of Viking metal. 30. Candle mass bands
like pentagrams, trouble and St. Vito were previously, but it was candle mass that made the genre popular and affected most up-to-date bands.31. Gazebo was the first technical slash metal band, and also the first long metal band for many. 32. Created the Versum Atmospheric Black Metal
Genre 33. Emperor created a symphygical black metal genre 34. A taste the metal band of the first technical death. 35. Repulsion Napalm Death, along with the first grind core band. 36. Pentagram the first band that didn't release the album until the 1980s, but took the metal sound of Black
Safbas' fate even more. 37. One of the bands responsible for the creation of the metal of fate as a trouble genre. 38. Along with St. Vitas Trouble and Pentagram, they are responsible for the metal genre of fate. 39. Entonvedas Nihilist can say they are responsible for the metal scene of
Swedish death. They brought hardcore elements to death metal, had a big impact on the evolution towards melodic dead metals, and also started 'n' roll 40 of death. Executioner one of the pioneers of the metal of death. 41. Neurosis has created a post-metal genre 42. One of the pioneers
of industrial metals. A combination of industrial metals with several effects from slash metals. 43. Created a genre of suffocation brutal death metal. It also had a big impact on the deccore genre. 44. It had a big impact on diamond head slash metal. 45. Brought in With Anthrax NY Hardcore,
the wrap is slash metal. 46. The first second wave black metal band to release a dark clone album. 47. Mega Demes is one of the largest slash metal bands. 48. Autopsy many influenced many big death metal bands and death fate bands. 49. Sabage has had a significant impact on

American heavy metals. 50. Warning of Fate One of the pioneers of Long Metal. It is also affecting the power metal band. 51. Suicide tendency to have an influence on crossover slashes. 52. Influential in both carcass grind core and melodic death metal. 53. One of the more influential in the
metal of death. 54. Exodus: One of the pioneers of slash metal. 55. Amorphis had a significant impact on Finnish metals. It has brought some ethnic influences in Finland. 56. Fear factory caused industrial impact on extreme metal scene. 57. Brought speed to immortal black metal. 58.Death
and black metal. 59. One of the pioneers of the fate of my dying bride death. I brought the violin into the metal of fate and influenced Gothic metal. 60. One of the founders of Gothic metal. 61. Developed the theatrical beauty of the tragedy and the sound of the beast and was the first to use
it throughout the album. 62. Dark Angel Influence Death Metal. 63. Third and mortal influence for atmospheric metals. 64. Saxony one of the first NWOBHM bands. 65. Created the fateful metal genre of the Sargoson Funeral 66. Created a genre of Earth Drone Metals 67. Isis one of the
pioneers of postmetals. 68. Sleep Influential Stoner Metal Band. 69. I've taken progress into the metal of death more than any other band before Opeth. 70. Blind Guardian Influential Power Metal Band. 71. I got on metal more than any symphonic element before Therion. 72. The most
melodic of the classic Gothenburg metal band in flames. It affected the melodic metal core. D.R.I. affects crossover slashes. 74. Create a one labeled Meshga Jaento 75. Fire Rapsody's first symphonal metal band. 76. Stratovarius Influence Power Metal Band. 77. Manila Road American
Cult Band unfamiliar for American heavy metals. 78. Destruction Tetuton Slash one of the big three in metal. 79. Sarcophago has influence for black metal and technical death metal. 80. Tiamat Psychedelic created something called Fate Metal. 81. Night Wish First Female Front Symphonic
Metal Band Kids in Bodum created extreme power metal. 83. Have influence in slave Viking metal and progressive black metal. 84. Anatomical created melodic black metal. 85. Dark tranquility one of the pioneers of Gothenburg's sound. 86. Master's Hammer Early Experimental Black Metal
Band. 87. One of the pioneers of master death metal. 88. Influential in the metal of the death of a man-eating corpse. 89. Noctinuras brought metal to death with a keyboard. 90. Influence on Crimson Grow-Creep Metal. 91. Anatema, one of the founders of the fate metal of death. It had an
effect on Gothic metal. 92. Bethlehem gave the name to the most diffused metal genre dark metal. I introduced the lyrics of suicide. 93. Cathedral took the genre of fate metal in the 90's. 94. Ulver has an influence for the genre of black painted folk metals. Then they experimented with
electronica. 95. Catatonia has an influence for the metal genre of fate that became black, and also for the metal of the fate of death. 96. Teller Riser Classic Grind Core Band.97. The heaviest of the W.A.S.P. gram metal bands. 98. Influence over Raven Slash Metal 99. Influential to Unbile
Slash Metal. 100. Dio Classic Heavy Metal Band. Gamma-ray Encaful Power Metal Band. 102. Ozzie Osbourne The biggest impact he had was that I thought by guitar player Randy Rose. 103. Skyclad First Folk Metal Band.104. Cynic Jazz has even more influence on the metal of death
than any other band before. 105. Created your own form of type O negative Gothic metal. 106. SkepticismThe metal band of fate. 107. Metal band of extreme fate with defecation influence. 108. Influence for Danziggo and the Metal Band of Destiny. 109. Graveland has an influence on the
black metal scene in Eastern Europe. 110. The early Greek black metal band of rotten Christ. 111. Judgment is described as suomi metal, influential for nothing on this site. 112. Influential in white zombie groove metals, industrial metals and new metals. 113. Immoation with influence over
dark-dead metal 114. Bolt Speculative Influential British Death Metal Band 115. Exile Influential Death Grind Band. 116. Angel Witch has an influence on slash metal. 117. Influential for Stormtrooper Crossover Slash of Death.118. Winter Influential Extreme Fate Metal Band.119. Vulcano
Influential Brazilian Extreme Metal Band. 120. Resistant corrosion has an influence on crossover slashes. 121. King Diamond 122.Machine Head 123. Iheid God 124.Clover 125. Carnivoa 126.Exorder 127.Thorns 128.Unclean 129. Long 130. Will 131. Overkill 132. Massacre 133. Massacre
134. Voyvod 135.Hammerfall 136.Diml Bolgill 137.Cradle of filth 138.Fintroll 139.Satyricon 140.In the woods.141. Mastodon 142.Witchfinder General 143.Wild 144 running. Metal Church 145.Malduk 146.Samael 147.Strap Young Rudd 148. Symphony X 149.Nile 150. Summon Disclaimer:
All top lists are informal and do not represent the MS staff's point of view. [List details of Aristalcos] 27.09.2012 Written by guests Alice Tarchos 05:59 How about a band that influenced crossovers like Suicide Tendency, S.O.D., D.R.I.? I don't have a reply yet, so I'll just add these bands out
of the top 100. A better explanation of the crossover history if I find or someone gave me, I may adjust it later. And the corrosion of conformity was also very influential in that genre? Load... To make Alistalchos even I expanded the list to the top 140. Load... Aristalcos I've selected more than
10 bands, so now I'm 150 top. Load... Aristalchos written by a guest on 27.09.2012 05:59 How about a band that influenced crossovers like Suicide Tendency, S.O.D., D.R.I.? I've checked out the crossover slash band now. They sounded more interesting than I had expected. Especially like
the suicide trend - the light camera revolution and The Carniboa - retaliation. You still don't know which of these bands is the highest in the list. Anyway I included Carnivore on the list too for their influence on the sludge genre for example. Load... Marcel Fubreg Segurnpi Old, an old written
by Aristalchos on 02.01.2013 at 13:22, anyway I included Carniboa on the list too for their influence on the sludge genre for example. Hiroshi. Yesterday's members of the True Crusaders against European Flower Metals---- died and disappeared, tomorrow is invisible dawn Crosby (r.i.p.)
05.04.1963 - 15.12.1996 Road.AristalcosFubrexeon 02.01.2013 at 13:33 13:33 Written by Aristalchos 02.01.2013 13:22 Anyway I was included in the list to influence the Genre of S mud. Hiroshi. I read an interview with Crow bar in Swedish Rock Magazine and they mentioned Carnivoa as
one of their major influences, and according to the Wikipedia page of Eyehategod, they mention Carnivore as one of their major influences too. And next to Melvin and Neurosis, I think Crowber and Ihathaged were the two most influential bands in the sludge genre. Load... Marcel Fubreg
Segurnpi Old was written by Aristalchos at 03.01.2013 at 03.01.2013 at 16:50 In 13.01.2013 written in 13.01.33 contained carnivore at 13:22 at 13.01.2013 written by Aristalchos. Hiroshi. I read an interview with Crow bar in Swedish Rock Magazine and they mentioned Carnivoa as one of
their major influences, and according to the Wikipedia page of Eyehategod, they mention Carnivore as one of their major influences too. And next to Melvin and Neurosis, I think Crowber and Ihathaged were the two most influential bands in the sludge genre. Many of these bands mention
kissing as their influence, but it doesn't make an influential kiss for the Smadge genre. Yesterday's members of the true Crusade against European flower metal---- died and disappeared, tomorrow invisible dawn Crosby (r.i.p.) 05.04.1963 - 1 Aristalchos, written by Marcel Fubregutse on
5.12.1996 Road.16:013, mentions many of those bands also kiss as their influence, but It doesn't make an influential kiss for the Smadge genre. Anyway, I think Carnivore has enough influence to be included in the list, don't you agree with that? Aristalchus discovered that I had left Vrkano
behind. I definitely think they're going to start the extreme metal scene in South America and be on the list to influence bands like Sarcopago and Sepultula. I put them in random positions. Load... Eric M. Sorry, this list is too long for itself. Why don't you list a few bands for each metal subgenre that pioneered the genre? You still have a pretty big list, but 150 is too much for an influential band in my opinion. Load... Aristalchos written by Eric M in 27.02.2013 23:35 I'm sorry, but this list is too long for itself. Why don't you list a few bands for each metal sub-genre that pioneered
the genre? You still have a pretty big list, but 150 is too much for an influential band in my opinion. I think there are too many bands that have become part of forming the metal genre for a short list, but if you want a short list, you can see the top 40. These are the bands that I think are the
most important.When I was still really trying to compare all the positions against each other, there was how far I came, but then I did the best I could, but it became impossible. If you can dispute my order, I'm only glad for all the feedback I receive. I don't know if anyone else cares about this
list, but at least I think I had a lot of fun doing this list, and I've learned a lot from all the research I've put on it, and some of the comments so far. Load... SilentShredder I can't agree more with this list than I've already done, and all these bands definitely value a place here, but I don't know
why killing jokes are not on this list. They started/greatly influenced industrial rocks and metals in their later years and built the foundation of Godfflesh, not to mention affecting some of today's most famous metal bands like Metallica, Cone, Slipknot, Minimaly, and even Nirvana and
Soundgarden (but they are more grunge than metal). If you need to make revisions to this list, you need a spot in the killing joke. Load... Aristalchos I wrote by SilentShredder on 23.01.2014 at 19:37 I can't already agree with this list than I do and these bands all definitely value a place here,
but I don't know why I'm not on this list to kill jokes. They started/greatly influenced industrial rocks and metals in their later years and built the foundation of Godfflesh, not to mention affecting some of today's most famous metal bands like Metallica, Cone, Slipknot, Minimaly, and even
Nirvana and Soundgarden (but they are more grunge than metal). If you need to make revisions to this list, you need a spot in the killing joke. Thanks! I agree that killing jokes have a lot of influence for metal, but I've never thought they were enough metal for the list. Load... vgmaster9 Do
you have ice earth? Load... Aristalchos written by vgmaster9 on 13.09.2014 04:37 Do you have Ice Earth? It is a very popular band, but how many bands are affected by them? Without Eric M. Samonling? All other Tolkyn themed (BM) bands are affected by the summons. Minas Molgl
(1995) is the first album to hear their unique sounds. Load... Aristalcos written by Eric M in 12.10.2014 19:09 No Summons? All other Tolkyn themed (BM) bands are affected by the summons. Minas Molgl (1995) is the first album to hear their unique sounds. How many Tolkyn-themed black
metal bands are there? I agree that they have a unique sound, but I can put all the bands with a unique sound on the list. It's really hardto the bottom. But I appreciate all the suggestions I get, so thank you for your comment! 23.10.How many Eric M. Tolkyn themed black metal bands
written by Aristalcos at 17:44 2014? I agree that they have a unique sound, but I can put all the bands with a unique sound on the list. It's really hard to choose from the bottom. But I appreciate all the suggestions I get, so thank you for your comment! The main point is that Sammonning is
an influential band of genres and the sounds they had 18 years ago were completely unique at the time. That should be enough to put them on the list. Lyrics are obviously a big factor in what the band is about, so it's strange what you say about the lyrics. If the subpoena didn't have Tolkyn
lyrics (or see the book) or the title of the song, what tie would they have with Tolkin? Load... 25.10.2014 Written by Eric M at 22:01 Aristalchos 23.10.2014 Written by Aristalchos 17:44 How many Black Metal Bands with Tolkyn theme? Other than having lyrics influenced by Tolkyn before, I
don't think it's that important. I agree that they have a unique sound, but I can put all the bands with a unique sound on the list. It's really hard to choose from the bottom. But I appreciate all the suggestions I get, so thank you for your comment! The main point is that Sammonning is an
influential band of genres and the sounds they had 18 years ago were completely unique at the time. That should be enough to put them on the list. Lyrics are obviously a big factor in what the band is about, so it's strange what you say about the lyrics. If the subpoena didn't have Tolkyn
lyrics (or see the book) or the title of the song, what tie would they have with Tolkin? Well, I added them at the end, but I wasn't a fan of genre names based on themes and the music, not cirith Ungol on that list contains versm in black metal much earlier on the Tolkyn theme, but I'm not sure
if he had a Tolkyn connection than the name. Load... Where are Alejandry Van Hallen and Motley Crew? Aristalcos written by Alejandry 07.02.2015 at 20:15 Where are Van Hallen and Motley Crew? Probably the first two metry albums have metal elements, but they're not.For this list:
Load... GanonDox is a pretty good list, but I personally include alternative metal bands like tools and cones. Also, I order some things in a different order, but it's more minor. Load... 09:30 Aristalchos written by Ganon Dox on 03.09.2015 on a pretty good list, but I personally include
alternative metal bands like tools and cones. Also, I order some things in a different order, but it's more minor. I agree that some alternative bands like Tool and KoRn are valued to get into the list, but I'm not good enough to tell you which bands to include and how high they are. What do
you order in a different way? Ganondox 09.09.2015 09:30 Pretty good list written by Aristalcos at 15:58 on 15.09.2015, but I personally include alternative metal bands like tools and cones. Also, I order some things in a different order, but it's more minor. I agree that some alternative bands
like Tool and KoRn are valued to get into the list, but I'm not good enough to tell you which bands to include and how high they are. What do you order in a different way? But it's hard for me to place a particular place because I come from a lot of alternative metal backgrounds, and all those
bands are really influential and there are so many bands, and everyone has their own reasons. Load... 3030 How do you have time to listen to all these bands? Aristalchos 26.01.2016 23:52 Do you have time to listen to these bands written by 3030? But at the age of 31, I lost my job and
spent my days listening to metal. I still don't think I know anything about metal compared to this site, especially some other people in Marcel. Load... Total Hits: 132870 - This Month: 229 Page 2 Ivan Profile Posts and Comments: 8849 Created Topics: 184 Reviews Write: 9 Articles Write: 6
News Posts: 45 Funny Posts: 5 Albums: 538 Wishlists: 14 Re-Aggregation Stats: Title: Admin Position: Admin Favorite Bands: Judgment, Evergreen, Communion , Anatema, Sharon, Nightwish, Poison Black, Disappearing, Arch Enemy, Lacna Coil, Sonata Kiroca, Camelot, Aria, Pink Floyd,
Autumn Poet, Dark Tranquility, Megadeth, Epica, Riverside, Dream Theatre, Magnitude 9, Hardcore Superstar, Iron Maiden, Ghost Brigade, Yamaarashi Tree, Rush Favorite Album: Pronouncement - Cold White Light Favorite Songs: Dream Theatre - Seasonal Changes Favorite Movies:
Knockin's on Heavens Doors, Autumn, Ring Fellowship, Donnie Darko, Serenity, Monty Python, Holy Gage, Fountain Book: Silon Road, Wheels of Time (Jordan), Steel CavernsRing Around the Sun (Simak) Article and Blog Gallery Event 28.09.2011 FIN, Turku - Ghost Brigade: Finland
Tour 08.07.2011 FIN, Helsinki - Iron Maiden: Final Frontier World Tour 09.07.2010 FIN, Turk - Lewis Rock 03.12.2009 FIN, Turk - Turku Anti-Mator 03.04.2009 EST, Talin - Aria 19.11.200EST EST Tarin - Kiperovwald Tour 27.06.2008 FIN, Helsinki - Tuska Open Air 2008 26.06.2008 FIN,
Helsinki - Tuska Warm-up Party 2 8.03.2008 GER, Lichtenfels - Ragnarok Festival 5 09.12.2007 EST, Tallin - Anti-Mator View All Attendance Events & Events &gt; Latest Staff Picks for Ivan &gt; More Picks &gt; Top List Collection View Collections (538) &gt; &gt; Show Wishlists (14) &gt;
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